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Some observations on the padapå†ha of the Ùgveda*
(published in: Indo-Iranian Journal 24 (1982), pp. 181-189)

1.1. In another article (Bronkhorst, 1981: § 1; see also Bronkhorst, 1982) I have shown
that the Padapå†ha of the Ùgveda — composed by Íåkalya according to Yåska's Nirukta
6.28 — is older than the finally redacted version of that same Veda. This implies that the
Ùgveda known to Íåkalya, on the basis of which he composed his Padapå†ha, had a form
which was more archaic than ‘our’ Saµhitåpå†ha, at least where it concerns details of
sandhi.
This information is, by itself, of limited value, since it is exactly the details of
sandhi which are largely absent from the Padapå†ha. Comparison of the text known to
Íåkalya with the finally redacted Saµhitåpå†ha is therefore rarely possible, e.g., where we
know how Íåkalya wanted the words of his Padapå†ha to be joined together. We shall
discuss one particularly revealing case. It has long been known that e.g. RV 1.164.8 Sp.
dh¥ty agre and RV 1.20.4 Sp. vi∑†y akrata replace original dh¥ti agre and vi∑†i akrata; see,
e.g., Wackernagel, 1896: 322; Kuiper, 1955: 256. The Padapå†ha has dh¥t¥/ agre/ and vi∑†¥/
akrata/, and is therefore simply wrong. This does not, however, mean that the text which
Íåkalya had before him was wrong. A lucky coincidence enables us to reconstruct that text.
Påˆini's grammar preserves a rule which says: "[In the opinion] of Íåkalya, in connected
speech (saµhitå), no single [substitute] of what precedes and what follows [comes] in the
place of [the vowels] i, ¥, u, Ë, ®, •, ¬, when a dissimilar vowel follows; and [if the earlier
vowel is long,] a short [vowel comes in its place]" (P. 6.1.127: iko 'savarˆe ßåkalyasya
hrasvaß ca [saµhitåyåm (72), eka˙ pËrvaparayo˙ (84), na (115), aci (125)]; cf. Bronkhorst,
1981: 84). With the help of this rule it becomes clear that the text of the Ùgveda known to
Íåkalya read dh¥ti agre and vi∑†i akrata at the places indicated above. This case shows that
Íåkalya, even where he wrongly analyzed the text, knew this text in a form which was in
many points more archaic than our Saµhitåpå†ha.
[182]
1.2. We get immediate information about the text of the Ùgveda known to Íåkalya
where the Padapå†ha does not give an analysis. This is the case in reduplicated verbs and
certain compounds (as will be established below). It appears that Íåkalya's text showed no
* The research resulting in this article was financed by the Netherlands Organization for the
Advancement of Pure Research. I like to express my gratitude to Prof. F.B.J. Kuiper and Prof. M. Witzel,
who made many valuable suggestions.
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retroflexion of n and s where the conditioning sound occurs in the reduplication of a verb or
in the earlier member of a compound. Our Saµhitåpå†ha has almost throughout retroflexion
is such cases.
Examples illustrating the above are: Pp. sosav¥ti, Sp. so∑av¥ti (RV 3.56.7); Pp.
sisakti, Sp. si∑akti (RV 1.56.4 etc.); Pp. tustuvu˙, Sp. tu∑†uvu˙ (RV 8.6.12 etc.); Pp.
tisthipat, Sp. ti∑†hipat (RV 1.162.20);1 further Pp. madhusut'tama, Sp. madhu∑uttama (RV
3.58.9); Pp. nisikta'på, Sp. ni∑iktapå (RV 7.36.9); Pp. dustara, Sp. du∑†ara (RV 3.24.1 etc.):
Pp. traistubha, Sp. trai∑†ubha (RV 1.164.23 etc.); Pp. var∑a'nirnij, Sp. var∑anirˆij (RV
5.57.4); and many others.
As is well known, the Padapå†ha gives an analysis of the text of the Ùgveda where
this is indicated with the help of a daˆ∂a (/) or an avagraha ('). I shall argue that the
Padapå†ha analyzes only here, and not where this is not indicated by a daˆ∂a or avagraha.
For this purpose we look at Sp. nirˆij. This is analyzed as Pp. ni˙'nij (RV 5.62.4
etc.). This same word often occurs in larger compounds. Since the Padapå†ha never uses
more than one avagraha in the analysis of one compound, this word is now given as -nirnij,
without avagraha, and also without retroflex ˆ! Instances are: RV 1.167.3 Sp. hiraˆyanirˆij,
Pp. hiraˆya'nirnij; RV 8.8.11 Sp. sahasranirˆij, Pp. sahasra'nirnij; RV 5.57.4 Sp.
var∑anirˆij, Pp. var∑a'nirnij; etc. There can be no doubt that -nirnij is the result of applying
sandhi to ni˙'nij, and cannot be looked upon as an analyzed form. Applying sandhi to
ni˙'nij did not, apparently, lead to retroflexion of the second n!
There is another group of cases which supports our view that the above examples
are not to be considered the result of analysis. The loc. plur. ending su is as a rule separated
from its stem by an avagraha in the Padapå†ha: Pp. karma'su, Sp. karmasu (RV 8.38.1 etc.);
Pp. mahat'su, Sp. mahatsu (RV 1.81.1 etc.). Where, however, s is replaced by retroflex ∑,
no avagraha separates this ending from the stem, and retroflex ∑ appears also in the
Padapå†ha: Pp. ßmaßru∑u (RV 2.11.17); ßatru∑u (RV 9.19.6); vik∑u (stem viß; RV 1.45.6
etc.); raßmi∑u (RV 1.134.4).2 The author of the Padapå†ha considered it apparently
necessary to indicate the retroflexion of s in cases like ßatru∑u, and in order to achieve this
aim he went to the extent of deviating from his procedure of separating -su from its stem by
an avagraha. In cases like sisakti he could have given retroflex ∑ without having to deviate
from any procedure. That he did not do so makes it very probable that in his text these
forms had no retroflex ∑.
1.3. That even after Íåkalya no full agreement had been reached yet about where [183]
to use retroflex ˆ and ∑, we learn from Aitareya Óraˆyaka 3.2.6 and Íå∫khåyana Óraˆyaka
1 See Abhyankar, 1972: 214 n. 1.
2 The only exception may be RV 1.100.16 Pp. dhË˙'su, Sp. dhËr∑u. Did Íåkalya have dhË˙su in his
Ùgveda?
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8.11. Here it is stated that if one is in doubt whether or not ˆ must be used, then ˆ must
indeed be used; if one is in doubt whether or not ∑ must be used, then ∑ must indeed be used
(cf. Bronkhorst, 1981: § 1.3.1). In the same chapters these two books speak about Íåkalya,
so that they are younger than the Padapå†ha of the Ùgveda.
1.4. It is well-known that widespread retroflexion is a characteristic which distinguishes
Sanskrit from Iranian and other Indo-European languages (see, e.g., Renou, 1956: 9, 16;
Burrow, 1955; 95; 1971). The above evidence suggests that at as late a date as the
composition of the Padapå†ha retroflexion as a result of sandhi did not yet, so to say, cross
certain boundaries: the boundary between the reduplication and the stem of a verb, and the
boundary between the members of a compound. Retroflexion as a result of internal sandhi
— as in ßatru∑u, see above — existed in Íåkalya's time and was known to him.3
1.5. The Padapå†ha contains a small number of troubling cases, which belong together.
They are: Pp. du˙'dabha, Sp. dËÒabha (RV 2.28.8 etc.); Pp. du˙'dh¥, Sp. dË∂h¥ (RV 1.94.8
etc.; only declined forms occur, wherein ∂h is followed by y); Pp. du˙'naßa, Sp. dËˆaßa (RV
3.56.8) and dËˆåßa (RV 7.32.7 etc.).
Let us look at the first case. It is clear that the form corresponding to Pp. du˙'dabha
should be expected to be *durdabha (cf. Pp. ni˙'nij, Sp. nirnij). The relation between
*durdabha and dËÒabha must then be considered to be one of development in time, from
*durdabha to dËÒabha. A development of this type has been claimed for cakravå∂a (besides
cakravåla, Påli cakkavåÒa) from *cakravarta (Mayrhofer, 1951: 55; the related form
cakravartin survived in Classical Sanskrit).
However, such a development is not free from objections. Forms like dËÒabha are
generally held to have developed directly out of *duπdabha, without the intervention of
*durdabha. This tempts us to believe that *durdabha had come into the Ùgveda known to
Íåkalya as a result of a "puristic countermovement" (cf. Kuiper, 1968: 87-88). It would in
this case be remarkable that such puristic forms existed already at such an early date.
A third possibility would be to assume that Íåkalya analyzed dËÒabha into
du˙'dabha. This I consider the least acceptable alternative of all. The Padapå†ha of the
Ùgveda never gives anything but analyses which can be undone by simple rules of sandhi.4
And where no such simple rules should be used, iti is added as an indication to that effect

3 All retroflex consonants are represented in the Padapå†ha: apart from ∑, we find † (e.g. kå†e, RV
1.106.6), †h (e.g. ja†hara, RV 5.34.2), ∂ (e.g. åµ∂a, RV 1.104.8), ∂h (e.g. vivi∂∂hi, RV 1.27.10), ˆ (e.g.
kåˆe, RV 10.155.1), and of course Ò and Òh, which replace ∂ and ∂h (see § 3.1, below).
4 Most of these cases are accounted for by vårttika 5 on P. 6.3.109: duro dåßanåßadabhadhye∑u. But this
is clearly an ad hoc rule made for these few cases. The Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya deals with these forms in
sËtra V.55 (371).
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(cf. Jha, 1975). It seems hard to believe that Íåkalya should deviate from his procedure in
the above three cases, where he could have easily left them unanalyzed.
[184]
2.1. It will be agreed that the Padapå†ha of the Ùgveda preserves some archaic features
which have disappeared from the Saµhitåpå†ha. How is this possible? I consider it
impossible to believe that the oral tradition could preserve these features where that same
oral tradition could not do so in the Saµhitåpå†ha, which always received far more
attention. There is, moreover, no reason whatever to think that there ever existed a set of
rules indicating how to retain the peculiarities of the Padapå†ha. How then could the
Padapå†ha stay outside the stream of sound-development, when the Saµhitåpå†ha could
not?
I know of but one plausible explanation: the Padapå†ha of the Ùgveda was written
down from its beginning. I shall give some further arguments in support of this.
2.2. The first, and simplest, additional argument is that all of us, in our own languages,
write in a way that may be compared to a Padapå†ha, and speak a kind of Saµhitåpå†ha.
Our written languages do not usually reflect the fact that our spoken words are joined in
sandhi. It should therefore cause no surprise that, when writing had not long ago been
introduced among, or rather adapted to the needs of, the Brahmans, they wrote the way in
which most people of the world have written until today: separating words from each other.
And it is equally understandable, in view of the sacred character of the recited text, that
indications (iti) regarding how exactly the text should be recited, were added to the written
text. It is also clear that in such a situation Íåkalya and others came to reflect on, and
formulate, rules of sandhi.
2.3. A further reason to think that the Padapå†ha was written down right from its
beginning, is that it contains some signs which do not easily find expression in recitation. I
mean the daˆ∂a and the avagraha, both of which separate words or parts of words from
each other,5 and the gaÒantas (or galitas; see below, § 4).

5 Jha (1974: 27) maintains that a "[d]aˆ∂a represents intervention by the length of time required to
pronounce a short vowel (ekamåtrå) between the two finished words; whereas an avagraha represents the
intervention by the length of time required to pronounce a consonant (ardhamåtrå) between two
phonological units". However, the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya (sËtra I.28 (ed. Shastri) / 29 (ed. Müller)) gives
the avagraha a duration of one måtrå, and says to my knowledge nothing about the length of time
represented by a daˆ∂a.
The earliest known occurrence of the avagraha sign in inscriptions dates from 834-35 A.D. (Bühler, 1904:
91; my attention was drawn to this by Prof. J.G. de Casparis). Since, however, Påˆini and the ÙgvedaPråtißåkhya speak about avagraha on a number of occasions, we must assume that it was indicated in one
way or another.
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2.4. Påˆini's rule P. 1.1.16 reads: sambuddhau ßåkalyasyetåv anår∑e [ot (15), prag®hyam
(11)] "o when [expressing the sense] ‘vocative singular’ is, according to Íåkalya, prag®hya
when an iti which is not uttered by a Ù∑i follows."
In a general way it is clear what this sËtra means. It is about the Ùgveda and its
Padapå†ha, or at any rate also about these two works. Vocative singulars in -o are followed
in the Padapå†ha by iti, which is added by the author of the Padapå†ha, i.e. Íåkalya, and is
therefore ‘not uttered by a Ù∑i’. This word iti indicates that the preceding o is prag®hya, and
does not change before a following vowel (see P. 6.1.125). An example is RV 8.27.8: the
Padapå†ha here reads vi∑ˆo iti/ aßvinå, the Saµhitåpå†ha vi∑ˆo aßvinå.
We get into difficulties if we try to further specify whether P. 1.1.16 is about [185]
the Padapå†ha or about the Saµhitåpå†ha. It cannot be about the Padapå†ha, for there there
is no sandhi between words, so that no purpose is served by saying that a final o is
prag®hya. The sËtra must, of necessity, be about the Saµhitåpå†ha.
But there is no ‘iti which is not uttered by a Ù∑i’ in the Saµhitåpå†ha! The only way
to make sense of this sËtra may be to assume that for Påˆini the Saµhitåpå†ha and the
Padapå†ha were not two different texts, but two forms of one and the same text. Påˆini
puzzles over the question how the Mss. of the Ùgveda (= Padapå†ha) must be read such that
a correct recitation (= Saµhitåpå†ha) is the result.
2.5. This same question seems to underlie Yåska's Nirukta 1.17, where we find the
statement: padaprak®ti˙ saµhitå. Taken in isolation this can mean either of two things:
(i)
"The origin of the Pada(-på†ha) is the Saµhitå(-på†ha)."
(ii)
"The Saµhitå(-på†ha) is one of which the origin is the Pada(-på†ha)."
The context of this statement decides unambiguously for the second interpretation.
This context reads: para˙ sannikar∑a˙ saµhitå/ padaprak®ti˙ saµhitå/ padaprak®t¥ni
sarvacaraˆånåµ pår∑adåni/ "Saµhitå is the closest contact [of words]. Saµhitå is
[therefore] based on the word[-text]. The phonetic treatises of all schools are based on the
word[-text]."
The desire to construe the Saµhitåpå†ha on the basis of the Padapå†ha also underlies
the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya. It is of course possible that people went on turning Padapå†ha into
Saµhitåpå†ha long after both had entered into the oral tradition, and perhaps both had been
written down. But an explanation for the origin of this practice is most naturally found in
the supposition that the Padapå†ha was originally the written version of the Ùgveda.
2.6. An interesting confirmation6 of the above hypothesis may be constituted by the text
of the Gathas of Zarathustra. This text, the oldest literary product of Iran, and in many
6 My attention was drawn to this by Prof. M. Witzel.
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respects closely related to the Ùgveda, is handed down in a written form which one may
safely call Padapå†ha. Humbach (1959: 17) discusses some peculiar passages from the
Gathas and concludes: "Sie legen nicht nur von der Tendenz zur Herstellung eines
Pausaformentextes Zeugnis ab, sondern beweisen auch, dass die Umsetzung des
Sandhiformentextes in diesen nicht immer mit entsprechender Sachkenntnis betrieben
wurde." An original Saµhitåpå†ha, therefore, was replaced by a Padapå†ha. Could it be that
the latter is quite simply the written form of the former?
2.7. There is no unanimity regarding the date of the origin of writing in India.7 Perhaps
the best case has been made by Bühler (1904: 15 f.; cf. Renou, 1957: 32-33; Basham, 1954:
394; Dani, 1963: 23-30; Jensen, 1969: 367-70), who [186] assumes that the earliest Indian
alphabet (Bråhm¥) is based on Northern Semitic forms (cf. already Weber, 1856) used
towards 800 B.C. This form of writing may therefore have reached India around 800 B.C.8
Bühler (1904: 17) rightly points out that a "prolonged period must, of course, have elapsed
between the first introduction of the Semitic alphabet by the merchants [and] its adoption
by the Brahmans which probably did not take place at once."
If we accept Bühler's ideas, and estimate that it took the Brahmans about a century
to adopt the alphabet and adjust it to their needs, the earliest possible date for Íåkalya
becomes 700 B.C. A later date must however be preferred.
3.1. It is, in view of the above, not unlikely that the Padapå†ha of the Ùgveda is the
oldest surviving written book of India. And we have seen that many archaic features have
been retained in it. The question remains if the Padapå†ha as we know it is in all details
identical with what was written down by Íåkalya, perhaps as long as 2700 years ago. The
answer must probably be: no. Some features of our Padapå†ha seem to be younger than
Íåkalya.
One of these features is the retroflex consonant Ò (and Òh). I have argued elsewhere
(Bronkhorst, 1981:§ 2.3.1 and note 15) that this sound is late, later than Påˆini, and a
fortiori later than Íåkalya; the inclusion of Ò and Òh later on in the Padapå†ha is due to
"ßåkalization", a process which is demonstrable in the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya.

7 For a survey of opinions, see Nowotny, 1967: 529 f.
8 That there were contacts between India and the Near East at that time, follows from the mention of
aloe-wood in the Biblical book of Numbers (xxiv.6), in a portion which is held to be preexilic, and to date
from some time between 900 and 722 B.C.; see Miller, 1969: 66. Hoernle's (1901: 130) proposal to lower
the date of the introduction of writing into India to roughly between 650 and 550 B.C., cannot therefore
be supported by the claim that there were no trade contacts before that time. Note however that
Lidzbarski (1926: 1436) argues for such a lower date on the basis of the form of the s sign which
perpetuates a younger form of the north-Semitic alphabet.
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3.2. Thieme (1935: 120-30) has argued that accents and nasalization were not yet
indicated in writing in the time of Påˆini. They must therefore have been absent from the
original Padapå†ha. (Nasalization is now indicated at RV 10.146.1.)
4.
It will be clear that much can be gained by recognizing the important position
occupied by the Padapå†ha of the Ùgveda. It may be that also light will be thrown on the
way the Ùgveda was compiled by a study of a feature of the Padapå†ha: the GaÒantas.9
Other obligations do not allow me to carry out such a study myself, but I hope that the
following remarks — which are mainly based on Kashikar, 1951 — will inspire someone
else to do so.
Where a sequence of three or more (exceptionally two) words occurs a second time
in the Ùgveda, the Padapå†ha often omits these words, and represents this omission by a
hollow dot. The omitted words are called GaÒanta (or Galita).
The distribution of the GaÒantas is irregular. Sometimes the device is not made use
of, even though the repeated words are not far removed from their first occurrence.
Sometimes the device is made use of, even though the repeated words are far removed from
their first occurrence. (Examples are given by Kashikar (1951: 41-42).) the device makes
the impression of being used rather at random.
[187]
The suggestion I wish to make, and which must be thoroughly tested, is inspired by
Kashikar's following remark (1951: 40n): "This practice [of marking GaÒantas] is also
followed in the Vålakhilya hymns [i.e., RV 8.49-59] ... . If, however, any portion from the
genuine Ùgveda [i.e., the remainder of the Ùgveda] subsequently occurs in the Vålakhilya
hymns, it is not made GaÒanta ... . Similarly a portion from any Vålakhilya hymn is also not
made GaÒanta in the subsequent ... Ùgveda text ... ." My suggestion is: Can it be that
Íåkalya had a great number of such more of less independent pieces before him, rather than
one unified Ùgveda?
If this suggestion is correct, a complete inventory of Íåkalya's use of the GaÒanta
device should almost of its own lead to the division of the text as it existed in Íåkalya's
time. It seems, however, nearly certain that cases of real oversight have to be reckoned
with, which will give rise to complications. But if an investigation of this kind will bring to
light a division of the Ùgveda similar to the one believed to have existed on other grounds
(cf. Gonda, 1975: 8 f.) it will be highly rewarding. An edition of the Padapå†ha which
marks the GaÒantas is given in the Bibliography.
9 The phenomenon is known to the Ùgveda-Pråtißåkhya by the name of samaya (sËtra X.19 (608); XI.24
(636); XV.27 (854); XVIII.58 (1063)). It is discussed at Våjasaneyi-Pråtißåkhya 4.165-178 (p. 274-79).
The commentator Uva†a cites, under sËtra 4.174, a verse according to which the Íåkalas drop repeated
words: punar uktåni lupyante padån¥ty åhaßåkala˙/ alopa iti gårgasya (v.l. gårgya-) kåˆvasyårthavaßåd
iti//.
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ABBREVIATIONS
P.
Pp.
RV
Sp.

Påˆinian sËtra
Padapå†ha
Ùgveda
Saµhitåpå†ha

